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Evaluation discrepancy and overcorrection phenomenon are two common problems in neural machine translation (NMT). NMT models are generally trained with word-level learning objective,
but evaluated by sentence-level metrics. Moreover, the cross-entropy loss function discourages
model to generate synonymous predictions and overcorrect them to ground truth words. To
address these two drawbacks, we adopt multi-task learning and propose a mixed learning objective (MLO) which combines the strength of word-level and sentence-level evaluation without
modifying model structure. At word-level, it calculates semantic similarity between predicted
and ground truth words. At sentence-level, it computes probabilistic n-gram matching scores of
generated translations. We also combine a loss-sensitive scheduled sampling decoding strategy
with MLO to explore its extensibility. Experimental results on IWSLT 2016 German-English
and WMT 2019 English-Chinese datasets demonstrate that our methodology can significantly
promote translation quality. The ablation study shows that both word-level and sentence-level
learning objective can improve BLEU scores. Furthermore, MLO is consistent with state-of-theart scheduled sampling methods and can achieve further promotion.
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In recent years, tremendous progresses have been made in the field of neural machine translation (NMT)
(Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015). A typical NMT model can be formulated as an encoderdecoder-attention architecture (Forcada and Ñeco, 1997; Bahdanau et al., 2015) with maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) objective. Given sufficient parallel corpora, NMT models can achieve promising
performance.
Despite much success, NMT models suffer from two major drawbacks. First, there exists a discrepancy between training objectives and evaluation metrics. Most NMT models are trained with MLE
objective under the teacher forcing algorithm (Williams and Zipser, 1989), i.e., models calculate and
accumulate cross-entropy loss between predicted and ground truth sentences word by word. A lower
cross-entropy value means the predictions are closer to ground truth at word level. Model parameters are
updated through backpropagation to minimize the value of loss function. However, translation quality is
measured by sentence-level metrics such as BLEU (Shterionov et al., 2017), ROUGE (Lin, 2004), etc.
This way of word-level optimization mismatches sentence-level evaluation metrics, which may mislead
the promotion of translation performance. Second, the MLE training objective brings about overcorrection phenomenon (Zhang et al., 2019). To be specific, models are trained to learn absolutely correct
translations and overcorrect synonymous words and phrases. Once the model predicts a word different
from the ground truth word, the cross-entropy loss will immediately punish it and lead the model to the
correct direction. As for synonymous phrases, it may result in translating wrong phrases while reducing
the diversity of translation.
In this paper, we present a novel approach to solve the above problems. Instead of training NMT
models with word-level cross-entropy loss, we propose to train models with a mixed learning objective
c 2020 China National Conference on Computational Linguistics
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(MLO), which can combine the strength of word-level and sentence-level training. At word level, MLO
estimates semantic similarity between the predicted and the ground truth words. Synonymous words
will be encouraged rather than overcorrected. At sequence level, MLO calculates probabilistic n-gram
matching score between the predicted and the ground truth sentences. The differentiable property of
MLO enables NMT models to be trained flexibly without modifying structure. Most important of all, it
can relieve the problem of evaluation discrepancy and overcorrection phenomenon.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We present a novel mixed learning objective for training NMT models, aiming at alleviating evaluation discrepancy and overcorrection phenomenon. The mixed learning objective can encourage
word-level semantic similarity and balance sequence-level n-gram precision of the translation.
• We explore the extensibility of mixed learning objective and adopt a novel loss-sensitive scheduled
sampling instead of teacher forcing algorithm. The proposed objective is more consistent with
state-of-the-art scheduled sampling methods and can achieve better performance.
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• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on IWSLT 2016 German-English and WMT 2019
English-Chinese datasets, and achieve significant improvements. Moreover, the mixed learning
objective can be flexibly applied by various model structures and algorithms.

Related Work
Evaluation discrepancy

2.2
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To tackle the problem of discrepancy between word-level MLE objective and sentence-level evaluation
metrics, some researches utilize techniques like generative adversarial network (GAN) (Goodfellow et
al., 2014) or reinforcement learning (RL) (Sutton et al., 1998). Borrowed idea from DAD (Venkatraman et al., 2015) and beam search (Sutskever et al., 2014; Rush et al., 2015), Ranzato et al. (2015)
proposed Mixed Incremental Cross-Entropy Reinforce (MIXER) to directly optimized model parameters with respect to the metric used at inference time. Further, Shen et al. (2016) presented minimum
risk training (MRT) to minimize the expected loss (i.e., risk) on the training data. Wieting et al. (2019)
proposed to train NMT models with semantic similarity based on MRT. Wiseman and Rush (2016) introduced beam-search optimization schedule for model to learn global sequence scores. Moreover, Lin
et al. (2017) proposed RankGAN which can analyze and rank sentences by giving a reference group, and
thus achieve high-quality language descriptions.
Overcorrection Phenomenon

As for overcorrection phenomenon, especially synonymous phrases, one solution is to utilize the model’s
previous predictions as input in training. The generation inconsistency between training and inference
which called exposure bias (Zhang et al., 2019) causes models to overcorrect from synonymous translations and generate wrong phrases. Bengio et al. (2015) firstly proposed a scheduled sampling strategy
based on an algorithm called Data As Demonstrator (DAD) (Venkatraman et al., 2015). At every decoding step, a dynamic probability p is used to decide whether to sample from ground truth or the previous
word predicted by the model itself. Inspired by their method, Zhang et al. (2019) came up with sampling
from ground truth and inferred sentences word by word through force decoding.

3
3.1

Methodology
Model Overview

Without loss of generality, we utilize a common RNN attention model (Bahdanau et al., 2015) as baseline
to demonstrate our approach. Suppose that the source sentence X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xTx ) and the target
sentence Y = (y1 , y1 , ..., yTy ). The RNN model encodes the source sentence as follows:
ht = φ(ht−1 , xt )

(1)
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where h0 is an initial vector and φ is a nonlinear function. Then context vector ci , i = 1, 2, ..., Ty is
calculated by:
ci =

Tx
X

αij · hj

(2)

j=1

where αij is the attention weight between ci and hj .
When the decoder receives the context ct , it calculates the hidden layer vector st by:
st = f (st−1 , yt−1 , ct )

(3)

where s0 is an initial vector, f is a nonlinear function of hidden layers, yt−1 is the historical output at
time t − 1 in inference and ground truth word in training, and y0 is the end flag of source sentence X.
According to the hidden layer state st , the probability of inferring the word yt can be computed by:
P (yt ) = sof tmax(Wo · p(yt | y1 , ..., yt−1 , x))

(4)

p(yt | y1 , ..., yt−1 , x) = g(yt−1 , st , ct )

(5)

20

where g is a nonlinear function and Wo is a mapping matrix.
Finally, given a set of sequence pairs (Xi , Yi ), i = 1, 2, ..., N in the parallel corpora, the training
objective is to maximize the likelihood as follows:
θ̂M LE = argmax{L(θ)}

L(θ) =

N
X
i=1

3.2

Ty
N X
X
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where L(θ) is the loss function computed by:

logP (Yi | Xi , θ) =

logP (yt )

(6)

(7)

i=1 t=1

Word-level Semantic Similarity Objective
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The original cross-entropy loss measures the probability of predicting right translation for each word,
which means it only cares about how to generate ground truth words with maximum likelihood. This
may cause two problems. First, generating any other words is discouraged. Although synonymous
translations are right in the subjective sense, they will be punished and corrected to ground truth words.
Second, suppose that the word with maximum probability is not ground truth word, and the model will
choose it as predicted translation. The calculation of cross-entropy loss does not take into consideration
of what exactly that word is, which is important for evaluating the model.
Therefore, we design the word-level learning objective in order to measure the semantic similarity between the generated translations and ground truth sentences. There have been lots of complex researches
on semantic similarity (Pradhan et al., 2015; Kenter and De Rijke, 2015). In order not to include additional models, we adopt the cosine similarity method for measurement. Mathematically speaking, cosine
similarity calculates the semantic similarity between two non-zero vectors, which is suitable for word
embeddings.
Given the predicted translation Y ∗ = (y1∗ , y2∗ , . . . , yT∗Y ∗ ), the semantic similarity between sentence Y
and Y ∗ can be calculated by:
Sim(Y, Y ∗ ) =

Ty
X
i=1

emb(yi ) · emb(yi∗ )
kemb(yi )k × kemb(yi∗ )k

(8)

where emb(·) refers to the word embedding of each word.
Therefore, we can calculate semantic similarity between every translation and corresponding ground
truth sentence. During training, the word-level training objective is defined as followings:
Lword = −

N
X

Sim(Yj , Yj∗ )

(9)

j=1
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3.3

Sentence-level Probabilistic N-gram Objective

The word-level semantic similarity objective helps to foster translation diversity and relieve the problem
of overcorrection, which can improve word-level translation accuracy. As for another important standard fluency in machine translation, we design a sentence-level probabilistic n-gram objective which is
consistent with evaluation metrics.
The calculation of n-gram matching is widely used in machine translation evaluation metrics. Take
BLEU for example, firstly n-grams in source sentence Y and Y ∗ are extracted and counted, denoted as
C(n − gram). Next, n-gram matches between Y and Y ∗ are computed and denoted as Cclip (n − gram).
The precision score can be calculated by their ratio.
However, the non-differentiable property of BLEU makes it unable to be adopted as loss function.
Therefore, inspired by Shao et al. (2018), we modified the calculation of n-gram matches as follows.
Supposing that (g1 , g2 , ..., gn ) is an n-gram sequence in Y , then its occurrences can be computed by:
CeY (n − gram) =

TX
n
Y −n Y

1{gj = yi+j } · P (yi+j )

(10)

i=0 j=1
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where 1{·} denotes an indicator function and P (·) is calculated by equation (5). Then, the clip n-gram
matches between two sentences and the precision score of translation Y can be computed as follows:
Cclip (n − gram) = min{CeY (n − gram), CY ∗ (n − gram)}
Cclip (n − gram)

P
n−gram∈Y

20

pfn =

(11)

P

n−gram0 ∈Y

CeY (n − gram0 )

(12)

Finally, to punish very long or short translations, BLEU is modified based on pfn and defined as follows:
g (Y, Y ∗ ) = BP · exp(
BLEU

N
X

wn log pfn )

(13)
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n=1

where BP is brevity penalty, wn is positive weights and N is the maximum length of n-gram.
Therefore, we can calculate probabilistic n-gram matching score between every translation and corresponding ground truth sentence. During training, the sentence-level training objective is defined as
followings:
Lsent = −

3.4

N
X

g (Yj , Y ∗ )
BLEU
j

(14)

j=1

Mixed Learning Objective

In order to alleviate the problem of evaluation discrepancy and overcorrection phenomenon, we propose
the mixed learning objective. At word level, it can calculate semantic similarity for training evaluation
and promote translation diversity. At sentence level, it can compute probabilistic n-gram precision of
predicted sentence and promote translation fluency. The mixed learning objective is defined as follows:
Ltotal = Lce + αword · Lword + αsent · Lsent

(15)

where Lce refers to cross-entropy loss, αword is the weight of word-level loss function and αsent is the
weight of sentence-level loss function.
Similar to Zhang et al. (2019), we adopt the Gumbel-Max technique (Gumbel, 1954; Maddison et al.,
2014) for generating more robust outputs. To be specific, the Gumbel noise is defined as follows:
G = −log(−logU )

(16)

where U ∼ U nif [0, 1].
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Then equation (5) is modified to:
P (yt ) = sof tmax(

Wo · p(yt | y1 , ..., yt−1 , x) + G
)
τ

(17)

where τ is a temperature parameter controlling the generated distribution.
During training, we adopt a scheduled sampling strategy instead of teacher forcing algorithms. At
every decoding step, a probability p is used to decide whether to sample from ground truth or inferred
0
words. Specifically, assuming wt is the input at each decoding step t and yt−1 is the word obtained from
0
inferred words, then P r(wt = yt−1 ) = p and P r(wt = yt−1 ) = 1 − p. We hope the probability p to
decay from 1 to 0, so that the training process can gradually learned to deal with simulated inference
situation.
Borrowing idea from the decay schedule in learning rate, sample probability can be defined as an
inverse sigmoid curve with variable training epochs. Considering that a loss function intuitively reflects
how well the model is trained, we define loss-sensitive sample probability as follows:
p=

k
· σ(L)
k + exp( ke )

(18)
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where k is a hyper-parameter, e is the current index of epoch, L is the average loss function value of
epoch e, and σ is a non-linear function. For practice, we choose tanh function.

Experiments
Experimental Setup

20
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We conduct our experiments comparable with previous work by using the following two datasets:
German-English. The German-English dataset is chosen from IWSLT 2016 (Cettolo et al., 2012).
We use official testset2013 as validation set. The training and validation data consists of 196,884 and
992 sentences respectively. As for evaluation, we use the testset dataset from 2010 to 2014 and tokenized
BLEU scores as computed by the multi-bleu.perl script0 .
English-Chinese. The English-Chinese dataset is chosen from the casia2015 parallel corpus in WMT
2019 shared task. It consists of approximately 1.05M sentences. We use official newsdev2017 as validation set and evaluate on the newstest dataset from 2017 to 2019.
For all training data, we perform tokenization and truecasing using standard Moses tools. For Chinese
corpora, we use jieba1 for segmentation. Then, we employ byte pair encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al.,
2016) with 50,000 operations to alleviate Out-of-Vocabulary problem. To accelerate training and save
cost, we discard sentences with more than 50 tokens. The dimension of word embeddings is set to 512.
We first pretrain the baseline model by MLE. Then, we replace the cross-entropy loss function with
MLO. The model is trained with a batch size of 60. We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimizer
to tune the parameters. Besides, we use dropout regularization with a drop probability 0.5. During
decoding, the beam size is set to 3. The hyper-parameter of sample probability k and temperature τ are
set to 12 and 0.5 respectively. The weights of word-level and sentence-level loss function are set to 0.8
and 150 respectively.
4.2

Baseline Systems

We compare our method with existing common NMT systems including Transformer(Vaswani et al.,
2017), Evolved Transformer (So et al., 2019) and DTMT (Meng and Zhang, 2019). Moreover, to explore
the extensibility of MLO, we experiment on several state-of-the-art scheduled sampling works. These
baseline systems are included as follows:
RNNsearch. A vanilla attention-based recurrent neural network which consists of 2-layer bidirectional GRU units (Cho et al., 2014). The dimension of hidden layer is 512.
0

https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder/blob/master/scripts/generic/multi-bleu.
perl
1
https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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SS-NMT. A word-level scheduled sampling method (Bengio et al., 2015) which utilizes an inverse
sigmoid decay schedule to sample from previous predicted word and ground truth word.
OR-NMT. A sentence-level scheduled sampling method (Zhang et al., 2019) which utilizes inverse
sigmoid decay schedule to sample from predicted sentence and ground truth sentence. Predicted sentence
is generated by beam search and force decoding.
4.3

Main Results
Table 1: Results of the proposed method on German-English dataset (BLEU).
testset2011

testset2012

testset2014

average

Transformer
Evolved Transformer
DTMT

25.17
26.33
26.51

30.03
31.45
31.66

26.20
27.28
27.64

24.24
25.36
26.02

26.41
27.61
27.96

RNNsearch
+ SS-NMT
+ OR-NMT

24.46
26.46
27.37

28.06
30.14
30.72

24.92
26.60
27.54

22.94
24.31
25.20

25.10
26.88
27.71

+ MLO
+ SS-NMT + MLO
+ OR-NMT + MLO

25.84
26.78
27.44

29.85
30.34
31.89

26.32
26.99
27.65

23.73
24.81
25.92

26.44
27.23
28.22

20

testset2010

20

Systems

Table 2: Results of the proposed method on English-Chinese dataset (BLEU).
newstest2017

newstest2018

newstest2019

average

Transformer
Evolved Transformer
DTMT

26.37
27.84
28.07

25.09
25.98
26.10

25.76
27.25
27.34

25.74
27.02
27.17

RNNsearch
+ SS-NMT
+ OR-NMT

24.92
25.89
28.03

24.17
25.12
26.10

24.20
25.43
26.66

24.63
25.48
26.93

+ MLO
+ SS-NMT + MLO
+ OR-NMT + MLO

25.83
26.60
28.18

24.74
25.42
26.63

25.32
25.63
27.13

25.29
25.88
27.31
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Systems

TABLE 1 and TABLE 2 reports the results of the proposed method in comparison to other NMT
systems on German-English and English-Chinese datasets respectively. As it can be seen, training with
sentence-level scheduled sampling and mixed learning objective (OR-NMT + MLO) obtains the best
published results on all testsets.
On German-English dataset, our full system can outperform RNNsearch by +3.11 BLEU averagely.
On English-Chinese dataset, our full system can have an improvement of +2.68 BLEU on three testsets.
To validate the effectiveness of mixed learning objective, we carry out ablation study to evaluate
the performance of word-level and sentence-level learning objective respectively. The mixed learning
objective is proposed to encourage word-level semantic similarity and balance sequence-level n-gram
precision of the translation. Meanwhile, it aims at relieving the problem of evaluation discrepancy and
overcorrection. We will display and analyze the effect of mixed learning objective in detail in Section
4.4.
Another point of focus lies in the extensibility of mixed learning objective. As shown in TABLE 1
and TABLE 2, combining scheduled sampling strategy with mixed learning objective can achieve better
translation performance. We will discuss the effect of scheduled sampling from two aspects in Section
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Table 3: BLEU scores on German-English dataset.
Systems

testset2010

testset2011

testset2012

testset2014

average

24.46
25.18
25.40
25.84

28.06
28.57
28.72
29.85

24.92
25.74
26.01
26.32

22.94
23.83
24.07
23.73

25.10
25.83
26.05
26.44

RNNsearch
+ Lword
+ Lsent
+ MLO

Table 4: BLEU scores on English-Chinese dataset.
Systems
RNNsearch
+ Lword
+ Lsent
+ MLO

newstest2017

newstest2018

newstest2019

average

24.92
25.26
25.59
25.83

24.17
24.45
24.51
24.74

24.20
24.67
25.10
25.32

24.63
24.79
25.06
25.29

4.4

Effect of Mixed Learning Objective

20

4.5. Besides, the loss-sensitive sample probability is defined to sense the speed of converge and make
adjustment on sample probability. We will analyse its effect on scheduled sampling methods to explore
how to achieve better performance.
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Aiming to alleviate evaluation discrepancy and overcorrection phenomenon, we propose the mixed learning objective which can promote word-level semantic similarity and sequence-level n-gram precision. To
explore the effect of mixed learning objective, we conduct experiments on word-level and sentence-level
learning objective respectively without scheduled sampling strategy on RNNsearch under the same conditions.
The experimental results are listed in TABLE 3 and TABLE 4. As it can be seen, only using word-level
or sentence-level learning objective rather than cross-entropy loss can help achieve higher BLEU scores
on two datasets. To be specific, word-level learning objective can get a promotion of +0.16 ∼ +0.73
BLEU averagely over RNNsearch on German-English and English-Chinese datasets. Sentence-level
learning objective can outperform RNNsearch by +0.43 ∼ +0.95 BLEU score on two datasets averagely.
For the experimental results, we make some simple analysis. The word-level learning objective takes
into account semantic similarity between predicted and ground truth words, so that it can avoid forcing
model to generate the only one correct translation. The promotion in BLEU scores verifies that discouraging and punishing other synonymous words is disadvantageous for NMT models. Therefore, the
word-level learning objective can to some extent solve this problem and encourage translation diversity.
The sentence-level learning objective calculates probabilistic n-gram matching scores between predicted and ground truth sentence, which is coordinate with general evaluation metrics. On the one hand,
it contributes to alleviate the problem of evaluation discrepancy without importing additional complex
model. On the other hand, the objective can naturally promote translation performance on BLEU scores.
Furthermore, MLO which combines word-level and sentence-level learning objective can obtain best
translation performance in BLEU scores. Specifically, MLO can outperform RNNsearch by +0.66 ∼
+1.34 BLEU score averagely on German-English and English-Chinese datasets.
4.5

Effect of Loss-sensitive Scheduled Sampling

To validate the extensibility of MLO, we conduct various experiments which combine MLO with stateof-the-art scheduled sampling methods. Moreover, we defined a novel loss-sensitive sample probability
for model to be flexibly adapted to scheduled sampling strategy. Under the same experimental settings,
we conduct experiments on German-English and English-Chinese datasets to validate the effectiveness
of loss-sensitive scheduled sampling and analyze in two aspects.
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Figure 1: The training loss curves of three
baseline systems on the IWSLT 2016 GermanEnglish translation task.

Figure 2: Trends of BLEU scores of three baseline systems on the validation set on the IWSLT
2016 German-English translation task.
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Fig. 1 gives the training loss curves of MLO, SS-NMT+MLO and OR-NMT+MLO during training.
As the training epoch increases, MLO continues to decrease at the lowest value and gradually tends to
be flat. Due to different sampling strategies, SS-NMT and OR-NMT gradually converge to a certain
training loss value. Moreover, Fig. 2 gives the BLEU score curves of three methods. It can be seen
that SS-NMT+MLO and OR-NMT+MLO can achieve better BLEU scores compared to RNNsearch on
validation set. We can also conclude from TABLE 1 and TABLE 2 that SS-NMT+MLO can achieve a
promotion of +0.35 ∼ +0.4 BLEU scores over SS-NMT and OR-NMT+MLO can outperform OR-NMT
by +0.38 ∼ +0.51 BLEU scores.
Since the starting point of scheduled sampling is to solve the problem of exposure bias and overcorrection phenomenon, the original cross-entropy loss function may be hard to score the inference results
and guide the training process. However, the MLO is proposed for alleviating these problems as well.
Therefore, the idea of combining MLO with scheduled sampling is natural and proved to be effective.
Besides the mutual promotion of MLO and scheduled sampling, the last thing we want to point out is
the necessity and effectiveness of loss-sensitive sample probability. We define σ(L) = 1 as non-sensitive
sample probability and perform parallel tests. By observing their decay curves during training, we find
that loss-sensitive sample probability is more flexible and helpful in adjusting a proper probability for
different training scenes. Since tanh(L) < 1, the loss-sensitive probability is calculated to be lower
than non-sensitive probability. From the perspective of feeding as input inferred rather than ground truth
words, we make it harder for model to learn and correct mistakes. Meanwhile, the experimental results
show promotion on translation quality.

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a mixed learning objective for NMT so as to alleviate the problem of evaluation
discrepancy and overcorrection phenomenon. At word-level, the objective measures semantic similarity
between the generated and ground truth words. At sentence-level, the objective calculates probabilistic
n-gram matching scores of the translations. Moreover, we combine loss-sensitive scheduled sampling
methods with mixed learning objective for mutual promotion. Experimental results show that our proposed method can achieve significant improvement on BLEU scores compared to previous works.
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